
BIOMAT

heals, repairs and replenishes naturally 

S T A T I S T I C A L L Y  S I G N I F I C A N T  R E S U L T S

hoolawai.com  

amethyst, infrared, negative ions



THE MAGIC
HAPPENS

Biomat technology is a combination of

far infrared rays, negative ions and the

conductive properties of amethyst

channels

by natures design



SCIENCE + FEELING 
 

Stress relief 

Cortisol reduction

Weight loss 

Joint pain and stiffness

Arthritis

Muscle spasms, Sprains and Strains

Back pain

Full body pain relief

Multiple Studies prove statistical significance in areas of:

this product is supported



nature’s energiser, deliver a molecular

level massage. This accelerates and

deepens all healing and cleansing

processes. It balances pH by decreasing

acidity and is considered the ‘master

power switch’ that activates the body’s

entire cellular communication system.

Negative ions can alleviate allergies,

migraines, and sinus problems. 

NEGATIVE IONS

Amethyst quartz is a super conductor

scientifically found to offer a steady delivery

of healthy far-infrared light waves and the

highest vibrational frequencies into the

body. Amethyst is natures natural anti-

inflammatory, penetrating all cellular

structures, crossing blood brain barrier to

provide the healthiest possible  anti

inflammatory with zero negative side effects.

This offsets all environmental stressors. 

AMETHYST AND FAR-INFRARED

Natures Elements



IT FEELS SO GOOD... TRUST IT 

 

Reduces stress and fatigue

Soothes and relaxes

Supports the immune system

Improves sleep 

Reduced inflammation

Increased tissue oxygen 

Provides muscle relaxation during difficulty sleeping.

 
you are worth it

"patients fall asleep before I even insert needles, that's when I knew this had to be in my practice"

~Dr. Amber Berg, Phd, LAc 



BIOMAT
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the future of healing

Nobel prize-winning scientific research pioneered by NASA and

developed using pure, natural materials. 

77% of patients in studies maintained pain relief after 2 years and were

able to go back to work after being on disability

 100% of patients reported statistically significant results in improved

anger, depression and pain relief

Results concluded after daily use for 4 weeks 
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 (808)464-5259   

dr.amberberg@gmail.com

Amethyst’s healing properties have been

acknowledged and celebrated for centuries by

ancient scientists, healers and others. Now,

modern science has confirmed the highly

conductive properties of this remarkable mineral

and have incorporated it into the best way for

deliverable healing phenomena. 



TO PURCHASE OR
FOR MORE
INFORMATION

all products are a simple set up, user friendly and

extremely affordable and healing benefits for a lifetime! 

DR.AMBERBERG@GMAIL.COM

(808)464-5259

HOOLAWAI.COM 


